EXAM ROOM PRODUCTS
From state-of-the-art sonar height rod scales with advanced
electronics to traditional weighbeam physician scales
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Whether you’re looking for the newest touchless scales that calculate BMI without pressing a single key, or a more
traditional type weighbeam physician scale, DETECTO has a scale that’s just right for your exam room. Our newest
scales feature a touchless sonar height rod, and our traditional mechanical scale is still available and better than
ever. Additional products include versatile mobile medical carts, waste receptacles, and steel glove box holders.
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Digital Physician Scale with
Touchless Sonar Height Rod

Eye-Level Digital Scale
with Inline Mechanical
Height Rod

Traditional Weigh Beam
Mechanical Scales with
Height Rod, Handpost,
and/or Wheels

DETECTO’s APEX-SH series
eye-level digital physician
scales feature touchless sonar
height rods and extra-wide, flat
platforms measuring 17 in W
x 17 in D x 2.75 in H. The scale
automatically captures weight
and height readings and displays
both onscreen without pushing a
single button. The scale features
BMI calculation, 600 lb x 0.2 lb
/ 300 kg x 0.1 kg capacity, and
large blue LCD weight readouts.
Wi-Fi/Bluetooth models are
also available.

The solo® eye-level
clinical scale is the most
economical, high-quality
digital physician scale
with height rod available.
The scale features 550
lb x 0.2 lb / 250 kg x
0.1 kg capacity. The 14
inch x 15 inch platform
is low-profile, and the
inline mechanical height
rod measures from 30 inches to 84.5
inches (76 cm to 214 cm). A USB port
is also included.

DETECTO’s world-renowned
weighbeam physician scales
feature a 10.5 in x 14.5 in
(27cm x 37 cm) platform and
dual-reading die-cast
weighbeam which may be
read from either side of the
scale. Thirteen different
models are available lb,
lb/kg, and kg with capacities
of 440 lb / 200 kg, 450 lb, or 200 kg, and
included accessories such as handposts,
height rods, and wheels.
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Customizable RESCUE Steel
Medical Carts

Universal
Wall-Mount
Steel Glove
Box Holder

Step-On Cans, the
Rugged Waste
Receptacle

DETECTO’s Rescue medical
carts are sturdy and reliable…
built to make sure you have
the supplies you need where
and when you need them. Our
medical carts come in several
colors and have your choice of five or six drawers
that are ideal for storing a wide variety of supplies
and can be secured. The ABS countertop is easy
to clean and 5-inch wheels feature two parking
locks and one steering lock. Optional accessories
include IV poles, cardiac boards, catheter holders,
drawer dividers, glove dispensers, sharps
container holders and waste bins.

Conserve counter space with
DETECTO’s universal glove box
holders. The open design allows
you to see what size or type of
glove is being dispensed. The
holders accommodate most glove
boxes and are universal enough to
be used for tissue holders where
counter or shelf space is limited.
Models capable of holding one,
two, or three boxes of gloves.
Lifetime warranty.

Named for their rugged
toughness, Step-On Cans
are perfect for laundry
departments and receiving
areas. Equipped with a heavyduty foot pedal and linkage
and a bag securing mechanism, they come in
a variety of five different sizes and capacities
(4, 6, 8, 12 and 25 gallon) and two different
materials: stainless steel or a baked epoxy
finish (available in red or white). The cans are
flame retardant, have a self-closing lid for
sanitation, and feature unitized construction.

DETECTO reserves the right to improve, enhance,
or modify features and specifications without prior notice.
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